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Abstract— This paper considers multiple-input single-output
simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT)
broadcast channels (BCs) where a multi-antenna transmitter
serves single antenna receivers each equipped with a time
switching (TS) circuit for information decoding (ID) and energy
harvesting (EH). To be specific, we study a scheme which jointly
determines the time durations allocated for the ID and the EH
modes at each receiver and the transmit covariance matrices at
the transmitter. Then, we present a general joint TS protocol
for the SWIPT BC which includes conventional TS schemes as
special cases. In order to fully characterize the performance of the
proposed joint TS systems, the achievable rate region is analyzed
under EH constraint at the receivers. By applying the rate profile
methods, we identify the optimal TS ratios and the optimal
transmit covariance matrices which achieve the boundary points
of the rate region. Then, the boundary points are obtained
by solving the average transmit power minimization problems
with individual rate constraints at the receivers. To solve these
non-convex problems, the original problems are decoupled into
subproblems with fixed auxiliary variables. Then, the globally
optimal TS ratios and the transmit covariance matrices are
computed by finding the optimal auxiliary variables via convex
optimization techniques. Numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed joint TS scheme outperforms conventional TS methods.
Index Terms— Wireless power transfer, simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT), time switching (TS),
multiple antenna techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IMULTANEOUS wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) has been regarded as a promising solution for
energy-constrained wireless networks owing to its capability
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for supplying power and transmitting data to mobile devices
at the same time [2]. Ever since the SWIPT concept was introduced in [3] and [4], signal processing methods for the SWIPT
have been intensively studied in many literatures [5]–[10].
Especially, in a pioneering work [5], multi-antenna techniques
were first applied to the SWIPT in a two-user multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) broadcast channel (BC), assuming
that each receiver acts as either an information decoding (ID)
receiver or an energy harvesting (EH) receiver.
Also, in order to support concurrent ID and EH operations
at a receiver, [5] proposed power splitting (PS) and time
switching (TS) architectures for point-to-point MIMO
systems. In specific, the PS receiver splits the received signal
at each antenna into ID and EH parts, while the TS circuit
dynamically switches the role of a receiver between the ID
and the EH modes. These results for the PS and the TS
methods have been extended to relay channels [11]–[13],
multi-user BC [14]–[17], interference channels (IFC)
[18]–[20], and multi-cell networks [21]–[24].
In downlink multi-user scenarios, most works focused on
the PS receiver structure. In [14] and [15], the transmit
power minimization problems were solved for multiple-input
single-output (MISO) BC by jointly optimizing the beamforming vectors and the PS ratios. The PS-based SWIPT was
also considered in MISO multicasting systems [16]. Secure
SWIPT beamforming problems with PS receivers were investigated for multi-user BC [17] and multi-cell systems [21],
respectively. In the MISO IFC SWIPT networks, the authors
in [18] and [19] minimized the total transmit power of multiple
transmitters by optimizing the beamforming vectors as well as
the PS ratios at multiple receivers.
In contrast to the PS-based systems, the TS receiver has
been rarely studied in multi-user multi-antenna SWIPT networks, although a much simpler circuit structure is possible
in practice. For designing the TS-based SWIPT protocols in
the multi-user systems, a main challenge is how to handle
asynchronous modes of multiple users caused by different TS
ratio settings at users. Also, in the TS methods, the users
can dynamically change their modes in order to improve the
system performance. Furthermore, since the optimal beamforming depends on the modes of users [5], [8], a transmission
strategy should be carefully optimized according to the users’
information reception and energy collection modes.
Several recent works studied the TS-based SWIPT
systems [20], [22]–[24]. In [20], time division based
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TS techniques were introduced for the SWIPT MISO IFC.
However, the transmitters are assumed to apply the same
beamforming vectors regardless of the receivers’ modes.
Moreover, the asynchronous ID and EH modes among multiple users were not considered in [20] due to time division
concepts.
The TS methods were extended to multi-cell multi-user
MISO networks in [22]–[24]. Particularly, the authors in [22]
proposed a transmit TS scheme, and solved the minimum rate
maximization and the transmit power minimization problems
by using the path-following algorithms. Compared to [20],
the SWIPT performance in [22] can be fairly improved by
separately designing the beamforming vectors for the EH and
the ID time durations. Interestingly, it was shown that the
transmit TS significantly outperforms the PS-based SWIPT
multi-user networks in terms of the minimum rate and the
transmit power, which is opposite to the single user case
results [2]. However, [22] assumed that all the users employ
the same TS ratio for the EH mode.
Such an issue would be resolved by adopting a receive TS
method presented in [23] and [24], where the EH durations of
different users are not the same, i.e., the users can employ
different TS ratios based on their energy or information
rate constraint. For multi-cell MISO systems, multi-objective
optimization problems were addressed in [24] where both
the information rate and the harvested energy can be simultaneously maximized. Nevertheless, the performance of the
TS-based SWIPT cannot be fully evaluated in [24], since
the same transmit beamforming strategy is applied for the
information and the energy transmission.
In this paper, we propose a new joint TS protocol for the
MISO BC systems where a transmitter and receivers jointly
optimize the beamforming vectors and the TS ratios. Focusing
on a two-user scenario, we carefully design a frame structure
for the EH and the ID modes of receivers. We can see that the
conventional TS-based SWIPT methods in [22] and [24] can
be included as special cases of the proposed protocol. In the
joint TS scheme, depending on the modes of the receivers,
there exist four individual cases which have three different
phases. To fully utilize degree-of-freedom, transmit covariance
matrices are dynamically optimized for all different phases,
and the TS ratio at each receiver is jointly determined with
the transmitter optimization.
For analyzing the performance of the joint TS method,
we identify the achievable rate region of a two-user MISO
SWIPT BC for all four cases under EH constraint at each
user as well as average power and peak power constraint at
a transmitter. To this end, we adopt the rate profile frameworks [25], and change the sum rate maximization problems
to the equivalent average power minimization problems under
the rate constraint at each receiver.
To optimally solve these non-convex problems, by introducing auxiliary variables, we decouple the original problems into three different subproblems and derive the optimal
transmit covariance matrices for each phase with given TS
ratios. Then, based on the convexity proof of the average
power minimization problems, the optimal TS ratios can
be efficiently obtained by the subgradient methods. Finally,

Fig. 1.
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Schematic diagram for a two-user MISO BC with TS receivers.

numerical examples demonstrate that the proposed joint TS
method generates much larger rate region compared to the
conventional TS-based SWIPT schemes. Also, it is shown
from simulation results that the proposed joint TS scheme
significantly improves the average maximized minimum (maxmin) rate performance over the conventional SWIPT methods.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce the system model and formulate the problems for the
joint TS scheme in a two-user MISO SWIPT BC. The optimal
algorithms for determining the achievable rate region are
provided in Sections III and IV. Section V presents numerical
results for various SWIPT methods. Finally, the paper is
terminated with conclusions in Section VI.
Throughout this paper, we employ uppercase boldface letters, lowercase boldface letters, and normal letters for matrices,
vectors, and scalar quantities, respectively. A set of all complex
matrices of size m-by-n is denoted by Cm×n , and trace and
complex conjugate transpose are represented by tr(·) and (·)H ,
respectively. Also, Im indicates an identity matrix of size
m-by-m.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a two-user MISO SWIPT downlink network
in Fig. 1 where each receiver with a single antenna decodes
information and harvests energy by using the signals from
a transmitter equipped with M antennas. For the SWIPT,
we apply the TS circuit at the receivers so that they can change
their modes between an ID mode and an EH mode. Without
loss of generality, the total transmission time is assumed to be
one, and the time durations of receiver i (i = 1, 2) for the
ID and the EH modes are equal to τi and 1 − τi , respectively.
In this system, according to the modes of the receivers, there
exist four different frame structures as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Note that cases 1 and 2, which are respectively shown
in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), indicate scenarios where the order of the
ID and the EH modes is reversed for each user. To be specific,
durations of the ID modes at the receivers are overlapped in
case 1 since τ1 ≥ 1 − τ2 , whereas there is no information
signal interference in case 2 with τ1 ≤ 1 − τ2 . In contrast, for
cases 3 and 4 in Fig. 2 (c) and (d), respectively, both receivers
first decode information and then change their operations to
the EH mode. In case 3, receiver 1 has a longer time duration
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In phase 1 of duration 1−τ2 , receiver 1 decodes information
while receiver 2 harvests energy of the received signal.2 Thus,
the transmit covariance matrix Q21 for receiver 2 becomes
Q21 = 0, since the dedicated energy beamforming is not
required for the SWIPT [5], [6]. Then, the achievable rate
at receiver 1 and the harvested energy at receiver 2 can be
respectively written by [5]


(1)
(2)
R11 = (1 − τ2 ) log 1 + hH
1 Q11 h1 ,
(1)

E21 = η2 (1 − τ2 )hH
2 Q11 h2 ,
(n)

Fig. 2.

Four cases for the frame structure in the joint TS protocol.

for its ID operation than that of receiver 2, i.e., τ1 ≤ τ2 , while
receiver 2 performs the ID longer than receiver 1 in case 4.
In all cases, the total system block is divided into three
phases each of which has different duration depending on
the relation between τ1 and τ2 . In phase j (j = 1, 2, 3),
the transmitter employs a transmit covariance matrix Qij ∈
CM×M for receiver i to transfer data or energy. Then, in each
case, 6 transmit covariance matrices {Qij } and two TS
ratios {τi } should be optimized. In this paper, we assume
the perfect synchronization as in the conventional TS-based
SWIPT techniques [5], [22]–[24].1
In order to jointly design {Qij } and {τi }, the transmitter and the receivers cooperatively switch their information
and energy transmission/reception modes. Thus, a protocol
in Fig. 2 is named as a joint TS scheme. Note that the proposed
joint TS includes both the transmit TS [22] and the receive
TS [24] as special cases, which will be clearly explained in
Section II-E. In this paper, we identify the achievable rate
region of the proposed joint TS scheme under EH constraint
at the receivers. In the following subsections, we first describe
a system model for each case, and then it is followed by the
problem formulation for characterizing the rate region.
A. Case 1
For case 1 shown in Fig. 2 (a), the ID operations of the
receivers are overlapped for τ1 + τ2 − 1 ≥ 0 duration. Let
us denote hi ∈ CM×1 as the quasi-static flat-fading channel
vector from the transmitter to receiver i which is assumed
to be constant for one transmission block. Then, the received
signal yij at receiver i in phase j is expressed as
yij = hH
i (x1j + x2j ) + zij ,

(1)

where xij ∼ CN (0, Qij ) stands for the transmitted signal
for receiver i in phase j, and zij ∼ CN (0, 1) indicates the
complex Gaussian noise at receiver i in phase j.
1 To achieve synchronization, the transmitter would first determine the time
durations {τi } and then it could be informed to the receivers via a reliable
control channel. Since there are three different phases in the proposed joint
TS, it would require stricter synchronization than the existing TS methods [5],
[22]–[24].

(3)

(n)

where Rij and Eij represent the achievable rate and the
harvested energy at receiver i in phase j for case n (n =
1, · · · , 4), respectively, and ηi ∈ (0, 1] reflects the EH efficiency at receiver i. Unless stated otherwise, we set η1 =
η2 = 1 for notational simplicity.
Next, in phase 2 with duration τ1 + τ2 − 1, both receivers
(1)
operate in the ID mode, and the achievable rate Ri2 of receiver
i is given by


hH
(1)
i Qi2 hi
Ri2 = (τ1 + τ2 − 1) log 1 +
,
(4)
1 + hH
i Qī2 hi
where we define ī = 1 for i = 2 and ī = 2 for i = 1. Finally,
for the remaining duration 1 − τ1 , receiver 1 collects energy
from the received signal, whereas receiver 2 becomes an ID
receiver.
(1)
Accordingly, in phase 3, the harvested energy E13 and the
(1)
rate R23 are respectively derived as
(1)

E13 = (1 − τ1 )hH
1 Q23 h1 ,


(1)
R23 = (1 − τ1 ) log 1 + hH
2 Q23 h2 ,

(5)
(6)

where the energy transmit covariance matrix Q13 is set to
Q13 = 0 as in phase 1. Hence, the total achievable rate for
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
each receiver can be attained as R1 = R11 +R12 and R2 =
(1)
(1)
(n)
R22 + R23 , where Ri reflects the total achievable rate at
receiver i for case n.
Let us denote PA and PP as the average power and
the peak power budget at the transmitter, respectively. Then,
the transmit covariance matrices {Qij } and the TS ratios {τi }
should satisfy the following power constraints:
(1 − τ2 )tr(Q11 ) + (τ1 + τ2 − 1)tr(Q12 + Q22 )
+ (1 − τ1 )tr(Q23 ) ≤ PA , (7)
tr(Q11 ) ≤ PP , tr(Q12 + Q22 ) ≤ PP , tr(Q23 ) ≤ PP . (8)
Also, in order to fulfill the minimum required EH constraint
ei for receiver i, we have
(1)

E1

(1)
E2

(1)

= E13 = (1 − τ1 )hH
1 Q23 h1 ≥ e1 ,
=

(1)
E21

= (1 −

τ2 )hH
2 Q11 h2

≥ e2 ,

(9)
(10)

(n)

where Ei equals the total harvested energy at receiver i for
case n. In addition, the feasible set for τ1 and τ2 in case 1 can
2 Although the time durations for each phase could be short in practice,
channel coding techniques can be applied to the proposed joint TS scheme
over multiple coherence time blocks as in the conventional TS-based SWIPT
systems [5], [22]–[24].
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(3)

be represented as
τ1 + τ2 ≥ 1,

(11)

in phase 3. Then, the achievable rate R1
(3)
energy E1 at receiver 1 become
(3)
R1

since the durations for the ID modes of two receivers are
overlapped in case 1 (see Fig. 2 (a)). With given {ei }, PA , and
PP , the feasible set F (1) ({ei }, PA , PP ) of {Qij } and {τi } for
case 1 can be specified by (7)-(11).
B. Case 2
For case 2 in Fig. 2 (b), the EH modes of two receivers are
overlapped as
1 − τ1 − τ2 ≥ 0.

(12)

In phase 1 of duration τ1 , receivers 1 and 2 operate in the ID
(2)
and the EH modes, respectively, and the information rate R11
(2)
and the harvested energy E21 are written by


(2)
R11 = τ1 log 1 + hH
(13)
1 Q11 h1 ,
(2)

E21 = τ1 hH
2 Q11 h2 ,

(14)

where the dedicated energy transmit covariance matrix Q21
for receiver 2 becomes Q21 = 0.
For phase 2 with duration 1 − τ1 − τ2 , both receivers act as
(2)
EH receivers, and the harvested energy Ei2 for receiver i can
be expressed as
(2)

Ei2 = (1 − τ1 − τ2 )hH
i Q12 hi ,

(15)

where we set Q22 = 0 because a single transmit covariance
matrix is enough for the energy signal broadcasting [26]. Also,
in phase 3 of duration τ2 , the harvested energy at receiver 1 and
the information rate at receiver 2 are derived as
(2)
E13
(2)
R23

=

τ2 hH
1 Q23 h1



= τ2 log 1 + hH
2 Q23 h2 ,

(16)
(17)

since Q13 = 0 as in phase 1. Then, for case 2, the total
(2)
(2)
(2)
achievable rate Ri at receiver i is given by R1 = R11 and
(2)
(2)
R2 = R23 .
The EH constraints for case 2 are obtained as
(2)

E1

(2)
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(2)

(2)

= E12 + E13 ≥ e1 , E2

(2)

(2)

= E21 + E22 ≥ e2 .

(18)

Besides, the average power and the peak power constraint at
the transmitter can be attained as
τ1 tr(Q11 ) + (1 − τ1 − τ2 )tr(Q12 ) + τ2 tr(Q23 ) ≤ PA ,
tr(Q11 ) ≤ PP , tr(Q12 ) ≤ PP , tr(Q23 ) ≤ PP .

(19)
(20)

Then, in case 2, the feasible set F (2) ({ei }, PA , PP ) for {Qij }
and {τi } is defined by (12) and (18)-(20).
C. Case 3
Now, we briefly describe a system model for case 3 in
Fig. (c). In case 3, receiver 1 receives data from the transmitter
during phases 1 and 2, whose length are respectively equal to
τ2 and τ1 − τ2 ≥ 0, and collects energy in phase 3 of duration
1−τ1 . Note that the transmitter adopts Q22 = 0 for the SWIPT
in phase 2, and Q23 = 0 for the energy signal broadcasting

(3)
E1

and the harvested


= τ2 log 1 +


hH
1 Q11 h1
1 + hH
Q21 h1

 1 H
+ (τ1 − τ2 ) log 1 + h1 Q12 h1 ,

= (1 −

τ1 )hH
1 Q13 h1

≥ e1 .

(21)
(22)

On the contrary, receiver 2 first operates in the ID mode
during phase 1, and harvests energy during phases 2 and 3.
Therefore, we have


hH
(3)
2 Q21 h2
R2 = τ2 log 1 +
,
(23)
1 + hH
2 Q11 h2
(3)

E2

H
= (τ1 − τ2 )hH
2 Q12 h2 + (1 − τ1 )h2 Q13 h2 ≥ e2 . (24)

Thus, the feasible set F (3) ({ei }, PA , PP ) for case 3 contains
{Qij } and {τi } satisfying (22), (24), τ1 ≥ τ2 , and the
following average and peak power constraints
τ2 tr(Q11 +Q21 )+(τ1 − τ2 )tr(Q12 )+τ1 tr(Q13 ) ≤ PA , (25)
tr(Q11 + Q21 ) ≤ PP , tr(Q12 ) ≤ PP , tr(Q13 ) ≤ PP . (26)
For case 4, one can see that the achievable rate and the
harvested energy expressions can be easily obtained from case
3 by changing the receiver indices. Thus, for brevity, we omit
the detailed explanation of case 4 for the rest of this paper.

D. Problem Formulation
In this subsection, we formulate problems for determining the boundary points of the achievable rate region
R({ei }, PA , PP ) of the proposed joint TS scheme. The region
R({ei }, PA , PP ) can be represented as
R({ei }, PA , PP ) =

4


R(n) ({ei }, PA , PP ),

(27)

n=1

where the set R(n) ({ei }, PA , PP ) indicates the rate region for
case n which is denoted by

(n)
R(n) ({ei }, PA , PP ) = (r1 , r2 ) : ri ≤ Ri , ∀i,

({τi }, {Qij }) ∈ F (n) ({ei }, PA , PP ) . (28)
Since the final achievable region R({ei }, PA , PP ) of the
proposed joint TS method can be obtained as a union of four
regions, for the rest of the paper, we focus on each rate region
R(n) ({ei }, PA , PP ).
In order to fully characterize the boundary points of
R(n) ({ei }, PA , PP ) for n = 1, · · · , 4, we adopt the rate
profile approach [25] which maximizes the sum rate variable
(n)
(n)
rsum = R1 + R2 such that the ratio between the sum rate
(n)

(n)

R

(n)

R

1
2
rsum and Ri is given by rsum
= α and rsum
= 1 − α with
a predefined profile parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. For case n, the sum
rate maximization problem with a fixed α is then formulated
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as3
(P):

max

{τi },{Qij }, rsum
(n)

s.t. R1

rsum

(29)
(n)

≥ αrsum , R2

({τi }, {Qij }) ∈ F

(n)

≥ (1 − α)rsum , (30)

({ei }, PA , PP ).

(31)

It is well known that by solving (P) for all possible α, we can efficiently obtain the boundary points of
R(n) ({ei }, PA , PP ) [25]. However, (P) is non-convex in general due to the coupled variables and the non-convex constraint
functions. In the following sections, we propose the globally
optimal approach to solve (P) for all four cases.
E. Conventional TS-Based SWIPT Schemes
Before solving (P), we briefly review two conventional TS
schemes presented in [22] and [24], and verify that both the
conventional methods are special cases of the joint TS.
1) Transmit TS [22]: The transmit TS scheme
adopts the frame structure of case 3 or 4 with
=
τ2 , and different covariance matrices are
τ1
utilized for information and energy transmission.
Then, the achievable rate region of the transmit TS
RTx ({ei }, PA , PP ) can be interpreted as RTx ({ei }, PA , PP ) ⊆
R(3) ({ei }, PA , PP ) R(4) ({ei }, PA , PP ).
2) Receive TS [24]: In the receive TS method, the receivers
opportunistically choose their ID mode durations {τi },
but the the transmitter employs the same covariance
matrix during all three phases Qi1 = Qi2 = Qi3 for
i = 1 and 2. Thus, the receive TS can be represented
as a subset of case 3 and 4, i.e., RRx ({ei }, PA , PP ) ⊆
where
R(3) ({ei }, PA , PP ) R(4) ({ei }, PA , PP ),
RRx ({ei }, PA , PP ) indicates the rate region of the receive TS.

Thus, we focus on an inner layer procedure that solves the
average power minimization problem (32), which is still nonconvex in general. To tackle the non-convexity, we decouple
the original problem (32) into several subproblems, which will
be verified as convex optimization problems. Then, the boundary of the achievable rate region can be optimally calculated
by solving those convex subproblems instead of examining the
non-convex one in (32).
Let us introduce auxiliary variables {rij ≥ 0}, which
represent the achievable rate of receiver i in phase j, as
(1 − τ2 ) log(1 + hH
1 Q11 h1 )


Q
hH
12 h1
1
(τ1 + τ2 − 1) log 1 +
1 + hH
1 Q22 h1


Q
hH
22 h2
2
(τ1 + τ2 − 1) log 1 +
1 + hH
2 Q12 h2
(1 − τ1 ) log(1 + hH
2 Q23 h2 )

+ (1 − τ1 )tr(Q23 )
s.t.

≥ αrsum ,

(1)
R2

≥ (1 − α)rsum .

(32)
(33)

pA

as the optimal value of (32), which reflects
Let us denote
the minimum average transmit power required to achieve a
given sum rate rsum . It is worth noting that when pA ≤ PA ,
rsum is a feasible solution for (P). Otherwise, the sum rate
rsum is not achievable with a given average power budget
PA , and thus it is infeasible for (P). Based on this observation,

one can identify the optimal sum rate rsum
by the bisection
method in an outer layer, whose optimality and convergence
have been proved in [25].
3 Although

all four cases might be handled in one unified optimization
problem, the unified problem contains the maximum and minimum operations
which make the analysis difficult. Thus, to efficiently find the globally optimal
solution, we consider each case separately in this paper.

≥ r22 ,

(36)

≥ r23 .

(37)

W23 = (1 − τ1 )Q23 ,

(40)

we have the following theorem which addresses an equivalent
problem of (32).
Theorem 1: The minimum required average power pA in
(32) can be equivalently computed as (P1) shown on the
top of the next page, where γ11 (τ2 , r11 )  f (1 − τ2 , r11 ),
γk2 ({τi }, rk2 )  f (τ1 + τ2 − 1, r12 ), k = 1, 2, and
γ23 (τ1 , r23 )  f (1 − τ1 , r23 ) with f (t, x)  t(exp( xt ) − 1).
Here, the functions {pj (·)} are defined as
 min tr(W11 )

(1)
R1

(35)

(38)
(39)

In this section, we investigate the optimal solution for the
sum rate maximization problem (P) for case 1. To this end,
with a given rsum , we first consider the following average
power minimization problem at the transmitter under the EH
and peak power constraint.
{0≤τi ≤1},{Qij 0}

≥ r12 ,

W11 = (1 − τ2 )Q11 ,
Wi2 = (τ1 + τ2 − 1)Qi2 , for i = 1, 2,

(P1.1) : p1 (τ2 , r11 )

(1−τ2 )tr(Q11 )+(τ1 + τ2 −1)tr(Q12 +Q22 )

(34)

Also, defining new optimization variables {Wij } as

III. O PTIMAL S OLUTION FOR C ASE 1

min

≥ r11 ,

W11 0

s.t. hH
1 W11 h1 ≥ γ11 (τ2 , r11 ),
hH
2 W11 h2 ≥ e2 ,
tr(W11 ) ≤ PP (1 − τ2 ),
(P1.2) : p2 ({τi }, {ri2 })


min

{Wi2 0}

tr(W12 + W22 )

γ12 ({τi }, r12 ) H
h W22 h1
τ1 +τ2 −1 1
≥ γ12 ({τi }, r12 ),
γ22 ({τi }, r22 ) H
h W12 h2
hH
2 W22 h2 −
τ1 +τ2 −1 2
≥ γ22 ({τi }, r22 ),
tr(W12 + W22 ) ≤ PP (τ1 + τ2 − 1),

(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)

s.t. hH
1 W12 h1 −

(50)

(51)
(52)

(P1.3) : p3 (τ1 , r23 )
 min tr(W23 )
W23 0

s.t. hH
2 W23 h2 ≥ γ23 (τ1 , r23 ),
hH
1 W23 h1 ≥ e1 ,
tr(W23 ) ≤ PP (1 − τ1 ).

(53)
(54)
(55)
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(P1) : pA =

min

{0≤τi ≤1},{rij ≥0}

p1 (τ2 , r11 ) + p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) + p3 (τ1 , r23 )

s.t. r11 + r12 ≥ αrsum , r22 + r23 ≥ (1 − α)rsum , τ1 + τ2 ≥ 1,
e2
max
γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) ≤ γ11
(τ2 ), τ2 ≤ 1 −
,
PP h2 2
max
γ12 ({τi }, r12 ) ≤ γ12
({τi }, {ri2 }), γ22 ({τi }, r22 ) ≤ PP (τ1 + τ2 − 1)h2 2 ,
e1
max
γ23 (τ1 , r23 ) ≤ γ23
(τ1 ), τ1 ≤ 1 −
,
PP h1 2
max
Also, {γij
(·)} in (42)-(44), shown at the top of the page,
are respectively given by
max
(τ2 )  max hH
(P1.4) : γ11
1 W11 h1
W11 0

(56)

s.t. (47), (48),

(P1.5) :

(57)
(58)
({τ
},
r
)
γ
12
i
12
 max hH
1 W12 h1 −
τ1 +τ2 −1
{Wi2 0}
(59)
× hH
1 W22 h1

max
({τi }, {ri2 })
γ12

s.t. (51), (52),
max
(P1.6) : γ23
(τ1 )  max hH
2 W23 h2
W23 0

s.t. (54), (55).
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(60)
(61)
(62)

Proof: See Appendix A.
Theorem 1 shows that the original non-convex problem (32) can be optimally solved via (P1) and its subproblems
(P1.1)-(P1.6). Note that (P1.1), (P1.2), and (P1.3) design the

} for phase j =
optimal transmit covariance matrices {Wij
1, 2, and 3 with fixed {rij } and {τi }, and the corresponding
optimal values {pj (·)} stand for the transmit energy consumed

} at hand, (P1) finds the
in phase j. With the optimal {Wij
minimum average transmit power by optimizing the auxiliary
variables {rij } and the TS ratios {τi }. However, it is not easy
to solve (P1) immediately due to the complicated objective
max
(·)}. To tackle this
and constraint functions {pj (·)} and {γij
issue, in Section III-A, we first address the subproblems for
max
(·)}. Then, the optimal {τi }
identifying {pj (·)} and {γij

and {rij } for (P1) will be presented in Section III-B.
A. Optimal Solution for Subproblems
In this subsection, we present the optimal solutions for
(P1.1)-(P1.6). First, the following theorem provides a closed
for (P1.1).
form expression of the optimal W11
Theorem 2: Let us denote the vector function
q(u, v, w, z) ∈ CM×1 as (63), shown on the bottom of
xxH
m×1
the next page, with Π⊥
.
x  Im − x2 for a vector x ∈ C

Then, the optimal W11
for (P1.1) can be expressed as


 H

W11
= w11
w11
where w11
= q(h1 , h2 , γ11 (τ2 , r11 ), e2 ).
Proof: See Appendix B.
By using Theorem 2, the optimal transmit covariance matrix



 H
W23
for (P1.3) is also derived as W23
= w23
w23
with

= q(h2 , h1 , γ23 (τ1 , r23 ), e1 ). Based on these results,
w23
we can evaluate closed-form expressions for p1 (τ2 , r11 ) and
 2
 2
p3 (τ1 , r23 ) as p1 (τ2 , r11 ) = w11
 and p3 (τ1 , r23 ) = w23
,
respectively. For the subproblem in (P1.2), one can verify
that it is a convex semi-definite programming (SDP), and its

(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)


} are given by rank-one matrices [27].
optimal solutions {Wi2
Thus, the globally optimal solutions are readily computed by
existing convex softwares, e.g., CVX, and the corresponding


+W22
).
optimal value is obtained as p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) = tr(W12
Next, the optimal solutions of (P1.4) and (P1.6) can be
determined in a closed-form expression [5], and the corremax
max
(τ2 ) and γ23
(τ1 ) are respecsponding optimal values γ11
max
tively derived as γ11
(τ2 ) = g(h1 , h2 , PP (1 − τ2 ), e2 ) and
max
(τ1 ) = g(h2 , h1 , PP (1 − τ1 ), e1 ), where
γ23
⎧
|vH u|2
⎪
⎪
w
⎪wu2 , for z ≤
2
⎪
u
⎪
⎪


⎨
2
z |vH u|2
z
+ w−
Π⊥
g(u, v, w, z) =
v u ,
2
2
2
⎪
v u
v
⎪
⎪
H 2
⎪
⎪
u|
|v
⎪
⎩
w
for z >
u2
(64)
max
In addition, we can calculate γ12
({τi }, {ri2 }) by solving the
convex SDP (P1.5) via the CVX.

B. Proof for Convexity of (P1)
max
So far, the functions {pi (·)} and {γij
(·)} are identified
by solving (P1.1)-(P1.6). In this subsection, we propose an

} of the average
approach for finding the optimal {τi } and {rij
transmit power minimization problem (P1). We first provide
the following lemmas which reveal the convexity of (P1).
Lemma 1: The functions p1 (τ2 , r11 ), p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }), and

p3 (τ1 , r23 ) are jointly convex.
Proof: See Appendix C.
max
max
Lemma 2: The functions γ11
(τ2 ), γ12
({τi }, {ri2 }), and
max
γ23 (τ1 ) are jointly concave.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 and thus
omitted for brevity.
By applying the fact that the perspective operation preserves the convexity [28], it is not difficult to see that
the functions γ11 (τ2 , r11 ), γ12 ({τi }, r12 ), and γ23 (τ1 , r23 ) in
constraints (42)-(44) are also convex. Combining this and
Lemmas 1 and 2, we conclude that problem (P1) is jointly
convex with respect to {τi } and {rij }. Therefore, the globally

} for (P1) can be computed by
optimal solutions {τi } and {rij
the subgradient methods, e.g., the ellipsoid method [28], which
requires the subgradients of the objective and the constraint
max
(·)}. Since closed-form expresfunctions {pj (·)} and {γij
max
max
sions for p1 (τ2 , r11 ), p3 (τ1 , r23 ), γ11
(τ2 ), and γ23
(τ1 ) are
available in Section III-A, their subgradients with respect to
each variable {τi } and {rij } can be easily determined.
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TABLE I

To calculate the subgradients of the remaining functions
max
p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) and γ12
({τi }, {ri2 }), whose exact derivations are not given in general, we need to investigate the
dual functions of (P1.2) and (P1.5), respectively. Note that the
subgradient of the pointwise maximum of convex functions
equals that of the functions which achieves the maximum.
Thus, it is not difficult to show from (164) in Appendix C
that the subgradients ∂x p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) of p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) with
respect to each variable x ∈ {τi } {ri2 } are expressed by
∂x p2 ({τi }, {ri2 })
⎧ 
μ2 v(r12 , τ1 + τ2 − 1)
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎨ + λ2 v(r22 , τ1 + τ2 − 1), for x = τ1 or τ2 ,
r12
= μ2 exp(
(65)
), for x = r12 ,
⎪
τ
+
τ2 − 1
⎪
1
⎪
r22
⎪
⎩ λ2 exp(
), for x = r22 ,
τ1 + τ2 − 1
where μ2 and λ2 equal the optimal dual variable of (P1.2)
associated with the constraints in (50) and (51), and v(x, t) 
(1 − xt ) exp( xt ) − 1.
Also, thanks to the convexity and the Slater’s condition,
max
({τi }, {ri2 }) of (P1.5) is identical to
the primal optimal γ12
its dual optimal value. By employing a similar process given
max
in Appendix C, the primal optimal value γ12
({τi }, {ri2 }) for
(P1.5) can be represented by its dual optimal as
max
({τi }, {ri2 })
γ12
= min φPP (τ1 + τ2 − 1) − θγ22 ({τi }, r22 )
θ≥0,φ≥0

(66)
(67)

γ22 ({τi }, r22 )
h2 hH
0, (68)
2 − φIM
τ1 + τ2 − 1
γ12 ({τi }, r12 )
h1 hH
0, (69)
θh2 hH
2 −
1 − φIM
τ1 + τ2 − 1
where φ and θ are the dual variables corresponding to (51)
and (52), respectively.
max
({τi }, {ri2 }) in (67) is the pointwise minimum
Since γ12
of concave functions, its subgradient can be calculated as

O PTIMAL A LGORITHM FOR (P) FOR C ASE 1

rate profile procedure addressed in Algorithm 1, i.e., the opti
is identified in an outer loop via
mal sum rate variable rsum
the bisection method, and for a given rsum , the average power
minimization problem is optimally solved in an inner loop.
Hence, in this section, we focus on the inner layer problems for
the remaining cases. To be specific, based on the decoupling
approaches presented in Section III, the original non-convex
power minimization problems will be separated into convex
subproblems by introducing new auxiliary variables. Then,
the boundary points of the achievable rate region can be
calculated by solving these convex subproblems. We also
briefly discuss multiple receiver scenarios for the proposed
joint TS scheme. The details are given in the following
subsections.

s.t. h1 hH
1 −θ

max
({τ }, {ri2 })
∂x γ12
⎧ i
⎪φ PP − θ v(r22 , τ1 + τ2 − 1), for x = τ1 or τ2 ,
⎪
⎨
for x = r12 ,
(70)
= 0,
⎪
r12
⎪

⎩−θ exp(
),
for x = r22 ,
τ1 + τ2 − 1


where φ and θ indicate the optimal dual variables. The
overall procedure for (P) for case 1 is summarized in Table I.

IV. O PTIMAL S OLUTION FOR OTHER C ASES
In this section, the globally optimal solutions of (P) for the
remaining cases are provided. To this end, we employ a similar

A. Case 2
Defining new optimization variables S11 = τ1 Q1 , S12 =
(1 − τ1 − τ2 )Q12 , and S23 = τ2 Q23 , (P) for case 2 is
reformulated as
max

{τi ≥0},{Sij 0},rsum

rsum

H
s.t. hH
1 S11 h1 ≥ ζ1 (τ1 ), h2 S23 h2 ≥ ζ2 (τ2 ),

(71)
(72)

H
hH
1 (S12 +S23 )h1 ≥ e1 , h2 (S11 +S12 )h2 ≥ e2 ,
(73)

tr(S11 )+tr(S12 )+tr(S23 ) ≤ PA , τ1 +τ2 ≤ 1, (74)
tr(S11 ) ≤ PP τ1 , tr(S12 ) ≤ PP (1−τ1 −τ2 ), (75)
tr(S23 ) ≤ PP τ2 ,

(76)

where ζ1 (τ1 )  f (τ1 , αrsum ) and ζ2 (τ2 )  f (τ2 , (1−α)rsum ).
Unlike case 1, the rate profile problem in (71) is convex for
case 2, and thus it is readily solved by existing convex solvers.
However, the optimal transmit covariance matrices {Sij } for

⎧
|vH u|2
w u
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
for
z
≤
w
⎪
⎪
u2 u 
u4
⎪
⎪




⎨
|vH u|2
w u
z
w
|vH u| vH u Π⊥
v4
uu
+
,
for
−
w
<
z
<
w
q(u, v, w, z) =
2
2
2
⎪
u2 u
Π⊥
Π⊥
|vH u| Π⊥
u4
|vH u|2
u u
u u u
u u
⎪
⎪

4
⎪
⎪
v
z
v
⎪
⎪
,
for z ≥ H 2 w
⎩
2
v v
|v u|

(63)
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problem (71) are not rank-one in general [27].4 To tackle this
issue, as discussed before, we apply the two-layer optimization
framework presented in Section III and consider the inner layer
average power minimization problem for a given rsum .
Let us introduce an auxiliary variable δij ≥ 0, which reflects
the harvested energy of receiver i in phase j, such that
H
hH
1 S12 h1 ≥ δ12 , h1 S23 h1 ≥ δ13 ,

(77)

H
hH
2 S11 h2 ≥ δ21 , h1 S12 h1 ≥ δ22 .

(78)

Then, similar to (32), the average power minimization problem
for case 2 with a fixed rsum is written by
pA 

min

{τi ≥0},{Sij 0},{δij ≥0}

tr(S11 ) + tr(S12 ) + tr(S23 ) (79)

s.t. δ12 + δ13 ≥ e1 , δ21 + δ22 ≥ e2 ,

(80)

τ1 + τ2 ≤ 1, (72) − (78).

(81)

It is worthwhile to note that the minimum average power
pA , which is the optimal value of (79), is also equivalently
obtained by (P2) shown on the top of the next page, where
{qj (·)} represents the average power consumed in phase j as
(P2.1) : q1 (τ1 , δ21 )
 min tr(S11 )
S11 0

H
s.t. hH
1 S11 h1 ≥ ζ1 (τ1 ), h2 S11 h2 ≥ δ21 ,

(P2.2) : q2 ({τi }, {δi2 })
 min tr(S12 )
S12 0

H
s.t. hH
1 S12 h1 ≥ δ12 , h2 S12 h2 ≥ δ22 ,
(P2.3) : q3 (τ2 , δ13 )

 min tr(S23 )
S23 0

H
s.t. hH
1 S23 h1 ≥ ζ2 (τ2 ), h2 S23 h2 ≥ δ13 .

where

(88)
(89)
(90)
(91)
(92)

ζ1max (τ1 , δ21 ) = g(h1 , h2 , δ21 , PP τ1 ),
(93)
max
δ12 ({τi }, δ22 ) = g(h1 , h2 , δ22 , PP (1 − τ1 − τ2 )), (94)
(95)

The proof of the equivalence between (P2) and problem (79)
is similar to that of Theorem 1 and thus is omitted for brevity.
As a result, we can optimally solve problem (79) by
addressing (P2) and its subproblems (P2.1)-(P2.3). Thanks
to the auxiliary variables {δij } and the results from [27],
the rank-one optimality for the optimal {Sij } of (P2.1)-(P2.3)
is always guaranteed as in Theorem 2. Thus, we can represent
the optimal transmit covariance matrices as Sij = sij sij H
4 In [27, Th. 3.2], we have rank2 (S ) + rank2 (S ) + rank2 (S ) ≤ 8,
11
12
23
which cannot guarantee the rank-one optimality for problem (71).

s11 = q(h1 , h2 , δ21 , ζ1 (τ1 )),
s12 = q(h1 , h2 , δ12 , δ22 ),

(96)
(97)

s23 = q(h2 , h1 , δ13 , ζ2 (τ2 )).

(98)

Based on this, we can derive a closed-form expression for the
function {qj (·)}. Finally, following the proof of Lemma 2,
problem (79) is shown to be jointly convex with respect to
{τi } and {δij }. Therefore, we obtain the optimal solution of
the original problem (P) for case 2 by employing a similar
process presented in Algorithm 1.
B. Case 3
Similar to cases 1 and 2, to solve the average power
minimization problem in case 3, let us introduce auxiliary
variables r1j (j = 1, 2) and δ2j (j = 2, 3) as


hH
1 Q12 h1
≥ r11 ,
(99)
τ2 log 1 +
1 + hH
1 Q22 h1


(100)
(τ1 −τ2 ) log 1+hH
1 Q12 h1 ≥ r12 ,
H
(τ1 −τ2 )hH
2 Q12 h2 ≥ δ22 , (1−τ1 )h2 Q13 h2 ≥ δ23 .
(101)

(87)

Here, the peak power constraints in (75) and (76) are removed
in (P2.1)-(P2.3) due to the additional constraints (84)-(86) on
{τi } and {δij } (See Appendix B).
max
({τi }, δ22 ), and
Also, the functions ζ1max (τ1 , δ21 ), δ12
max
ζ2 (τ2 , δ13 ) in (84)-(86) stand for the maximum achievable
value of ζ1 (τ1 ), δ12 , and ζ2 (τ2 ) under the peak power constraints (75)-(76), respectively, which are expressed as

ζ2max (τ2 , δ13 ) = g(h2 , h1 , δ13 , PP τ2 ).
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In addition, we apply the change of variables Zi1  τ2 Q11 for
i = 1 and 2, Z12  (τ1 − τ2 )Q12 , and Z13  (1 − τ1 )Q13 .
Then, by exploiting Theorem 1, the average power minimization problem for case 3 with a given rsum can be
written by (P3) shown on the top of the next page, where
ψ11 (τ2 , r11 )  f (τ2 , r11 ), ψ21 (τ2 )  f (τ2 , (1 − α)rsum ), and
ψ12 ({τi }, r12 )  f (τ1 − τ2 , r12 ).
Here, the transmit energy uj (·) consumed in each phase j
can be respectively expressed as
(P3.1) : u1 (τ2 , {r1j })


min tr(Z11 + Z21 )

{Zi1 0}

(107)

ψ11 (τ2 , r11 ) H
h1 Z21 h1 ≥ ψ11 (τ2 , r11 ),
τ2
(108)
ψ21 (τ2 ) H
h2 Z11 h2 ≥ ψ21 (τ2 ),
(109)
hH
2 Z21 h2 −
τ2

(P3.2) : u2 ({τi }, r12 , δ22 )
s.t. hH
1 Z11 h1 −

 min tr(Z12 )
Z12 0

(110)

H
s.t. hH
1 Z12 h1 ≥ ψ12 ({τi }, r12 ), h2 Z12 h2 ≥ δ22 , (111)

(P3.3) : u3 (τ1 , δ23 )
 min tr(Z13 )
Z13 0

H
s.t. hH
1 Z13 h1 ≥ e1 , h2 Z13 h2 ≥ δ23 .

(112)
(113)

Note that subproblem (P3.1) is a convex SDP, and it is
known that the rank-one optimal solution {Zi1 } can always
be obtained via existing convex solvers [27]. Also, from
Theorem 2, we can respectively compute the optimal solution
Z12 and Z13 for (P3.2) and (P3.3) as Z12 = z12 z12 H and
Z13 = z13 z13 H , where z12  q(h1 , h2 , ψ12 ({τi }, r12 ), δ22 )
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(P2) : pA =

min

{τi ≥0},{δij ≥0}

q1 (τ1 , δ21 ) + q2 ({τi }, {δi2 }) + q3 (τ2 , δ13 )

(82)

s.t. δ12 + δ13 ≥ e1 , δ21 + δ22 ≥ e2 , τ1 + τ2 ≤ 1,
δ21 ≤ PP τ1 h2 2 , ζ1 (τ1 ) ≤ ζ1max (τ1 , δ21 ),

(83)
(84)

max
δ22 ≤ PP (1 − τ1 − τ2 )h2 2 , δ12 ≤ δ12
({τi }, δ22 ),
2
max
δ13 ≤ PP τ2 h1  , ζ2 (τ2 ) ≤ ζ2 (τ2 , δ13 ).

(P3) : pA =

min

{0≤τi ≤1},{r1j ≥0},{δ2j ≥0}

u1 (τ2 , {r1j }) + u2 ({τi }, r12 , δ22 ) + u3 (τ1 , δ23 )

s.t. r11 + r12 ≥ αrsum , δ22 + δ23 ≥ e2 , τ1 ≥ τ2 ,
max
ψ11 (τ2 , r11 ) ≤ ψ11
(τ2 , r11 ), ψ21 (τ2 )
max
ψ12 ({τi }, r12 ) ≤ ψ12 ({τi }, δ22 ), δ22
e1
max
δ23 ≤ δ23
(τ1 ), τ1 ≤ 1 −
.
PP h1 2

and z13  q(h1 , h2 , e1 , δ23 ). As a result, the optimal values
{uj (·)} of subproblems (P3.1)-(P3.3) are readily attained.
max
Next, we consider the functions ψ11
(τ2 , r11 ),
max
max
({τi }, δ22 ), and δ23
(τ1 ), which represent the maximum
ψ12
achievable values for ψ11 (τ2 , r11 ), ψ12 ({τi }, r12 ), and
δ23 , respectively. First, similar to cases 1 and 2, it is
max
max
easy to verify that ψ12
({τi }, δ22 ) and δ23
(τ1 ) are
max
given by ψ12
({τi }, δ22 ) = g(h1 , h2 , PP (τ1 − τ2 ), δ22 )
max
(τ1 ) = g(h2 , h1 , PP (1 − τ1 ), e1 ), respectively.
and δ23
max
In addition, we can calculate ψ11
(τ2 , r11 ) by solving the
following convex SDP
max
ψ11
(τ2 , r11 )  max hH
1 Z11 h1 −
{Zi1 0}

ψ11 (τ2 , r11 ) H
h1 Z21 h1
τ2
(114)

s.t. (108), tr(Z11 + Z21 ) ≤ PP τ2 .

(115)

Combining all the results and Lemma 2, one can prove that
(P3) is a jointly convex problem for a given rsum where the
ellipsoid method can be employed to find the optimal solution


}, and {δ2j
}. Hence, we utilize a similar iterative
{τi }, {r1j
process summarized in Algorithm 1 for solving (P) for case 3.
Now, we analyze the computational complexity of the
overall procedure for the proposed joint TS scheme. For
case 1 (or case 3), two convex SDPs (P1.2) and (P1.5)
(or (P3.1) and (115)) should be solved at each iteration of
the inner ellipsoid method by existing SDP solvers, whose
complexity is given by O(M 5.5 ) [29]. For a target tolerance
, the number of iterations required for the bisection and
the ellipsoid methods are written by O(log 1 ) [28]. Hence,
the overall computational complexity for cases 1 and 3 is
obtained by O((log 1 )2 M 5.5 ). However, in case 2, the optimal
solutions for all the subproblems are determined in closedform expressions, and thus the computational complexity for
case 2 is O((log 1 )2 ). As a result, the overall complexity for
the joint TS becomes O((log 1 )2 M 5.5 ).

(85)
(86)
(102)
(103)

≤ PP τ2 h2  ,
≤ PP (τ1 − τ2 )h2 2 ,
2

(104)
(105)
(106)

possible cases each of which consists of K + 1 phases, and
this results in O(K 2 2K ) transmit covariance matrices to be
optimized. Although the joint TS could cover all possible cases
to provide the optimal performance for the TS-based SWIPT
systems, its computational complexity may grow exponentially
as the number of the receivers increases.
To tackle this complexity issue, we briefly introduce a
simple extension method for the proposed joint TS. In this
approach, we classify the receivers into two groups in advance
such that the receivers in each group g (g = 1, 2) employs
the same frame structure which adopts the same TS ratio τg
as in Fig. 2. Similar to a two-user scenario, there exist four
different cases each of which consists of three phases. Then,
the transmit covariance matrices and the TS ratios for each
case would be optimized via the proposed algorithms with
modified problem formulations.
Let us discuss the computational complexity of the multireceiver extension method. Defining Kg as the number of
receivers in group g with K1 + K2 = K, we need to
optimize 2K, K + 1, K + K1 + 1, and K + K2 + 1
transmit covariance matrices for cases 1-4, respectively, since
the dedicated energy beamforming is not essential as presented
in Section II. Thus, there are total 6K + 3 covariance matrices
which is much lower than O(K 2 2K ). Also, compared to the
transmit and the receive TS schemes which respectively have
K + 1 and K transmit covariance matrices, our approach
has reasonable complexity although K gets larger. Note that
this extension method is generally suboptimal in a K-receiver
setup and an appropriate receiver grouping strategy is required
for improving the SWIPT performance. Nevertheless, this
approach could perform better than the transmit TS scheme
where the TS ratios of all receivers are fixed as the same.
Complete performance analysis in the multi-user scenario
could be an interesting future work.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS

C. Discussion on Multi-User Scenario
When we directly apply the proposed joint TS concept to
a general scenario with K receivers (K > 2), there are 2K

In this section, we illustrate numerical results for various
TS-based SWIPT systems and demonstrate the efficacy of the
proposed joint TS protocol. For the simulations, we assume
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Fig. 3.
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Achievable rate regions of four cases in the joint TS for M = 4.

a carrier frequency of 900 MHz and 1 m distance from the
transmitter to both the receivers, which results in 40 dB
average signal attenuation [5]. The EH efficiency ζ and the
EH constraints {ei } are fixed to ζ = 0.5 and e1 = e2 = e,
respectively. Also, we employ PA = PP = 1 W and the noise
power of 1 μW, respectively [8].
In Fig. 3, we compare the achievable rate regions of four
cases in the proposed joint TS scheme with M = 4 with
different EH constraints e. Here,
√ the channel vectors hi for
i = 1 and 2 are set to hi = 10−4 h̃i , where h̃i is defined
in (116) and
√ (117) shown on the bottom of the next page
with j  −1. First, we can check that the superiorities
among four cases are affected by the EH constraint e. In this
example, the rate region achieved in case 3 or 4 is smaller
than a union of the rate regions in cases 1 and 2. It is observed
that for e = 50 μW, case 1 performs better than other cases.
In contrast, when e = 100 μW, case 2 can be chosen as a
final solution for the proposed joint TS protocol. It is because
the frame structure in case 1 allocates more time durations
to the ID modes than the EH modes by setting τ1 ≥ 1 − τ2 ,
while the time durations for the EH modes in case 2 are longer
than those of the ID modes. Hence, the rate performance is
improved by applying the frame structure in case 1 when the
EH constraint is small.
Fig. 4 depicts the average performance of the proposed joint
TS scheme by changing the EH constraint e for Rayleigh
fading channels. Notice that by setting the profile parameter α
to α = 0.5, the proposed algorithms reduce to the maximization procedures of the minimum rate between two receivers.
Exploiting this property, in Fig. 4 (a), we evaluate the average
(n)
(n)
(n)
max-min rate performance Rmin  min{R1 , R2 } for each
case n as a function of e with M = 2 and 4. Regardless of M ,
case 1 outperforms other cases for a small EH constraint e,
while for a large EH constraint, case 2 provides the best maxmin rate performance as observed in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 (b) illustrates the probability that each case is selected
as a final solution of the proposed joint TS scheme for M = 4
by setting α = 0.5, which produces the solution of the
minimum rate maximization problem. Here, the probability

Fig. 4. Average performance of the joint TS as a function of the EH constraint
with α = 0.5.

of selection for case n is numerically calculated by counting
(n)
the event that the max-min rate Rmin for case n is larger than
(n )
the other cases Rmin , ∀n = n. It is clear that in the low
EH constraint regime, the selection probability of case 1 is
higher than other cases, while case 2 is mostly selected as
a final solution for a large e. The selection probabilities of
cases 3 and 4 first increase slightly and then decrease as e
gets larger, but these cases are rarely chosen compared to other
cases. This implies that cases 1 and 2 are dominant for the
proposed joint TS protocol in terms of the average max-min
rate performance.
Next, we compare the performance of the proposed joint
TS protocol with conventional methods. Fig. 5 exhibits the
achievable rate regions of the TS-based SWIPT methods for
different EH constraints with the channel vectors in (116)
and (117). Here, the curves for the transmit TS scheme
in [22] can be generated from the proposed algorithm for
cases 3 and 4 with simple modifications, while for the receive
TS, we utilize the algorithm presented in [24]. We can check
that the achievable rate region of the proposed joint TS
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VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Achievable rate regions of TS-based SWIPT schemes with different
EH constraints for M = 4.

In this paper, we have studied a two-user SWIPT MISO
BC with TS receivers, and a new joint TS protocol has
been proposed. The proposed joint TS method includes the
conventional transmit and receive TS schemes as special cases,
and thus it can be viewed as a general framework for the
TS-based SWIPT systems. For the proposed joint TS protocol,
we have investigated the achievable rate region under the
EH constraint at the receivers and the average power and
peak power constraints at the transmitter. Then, the optimal algorithm has been provided which determines the optimal transmit covariance matrices and the optimal TS ratios.
Numerical results have demonstrated that the joint TS outperforms the conventional TS schemes. Extending our results to
a general multi-user scenario could be an interesting future
work.

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
Let us first show that the feasible region of {rij } and {τi }
can be represented by the constraints in (42)-(44) for any given
finite peak power budget PP < ∞. By applying (34)-(40),
we can equivalently formulate (32) as
min

{τi ≥0},{rij ≥0}{Wij 0}

2 
3


s.t. (41), (46) − (55).

Fig. 6. Average max-min rate performance as a function of the EH constraint
with M = 2 and 4 for α = 0.5.

contains that of the conventional TS schemes as discussed
in Section II-E.
Finally, the average max-min rate performance of various
TS-based SWIPT methods under the Rayleigh fading are
provided in Fig. 6 as a function of the EH constraint e with
M = 2 and 4 for the fixed profile parameter α = 0.5, i.e., we
consider the minimum rate maximization scenario. It can
be seen that regardless of the EH constraint, the proposed
joint TS protocol outperforms all other conventional systems.
Particularly, we can confirm that when e = −13 dBm,
a performance gain of the proposed joint TS over the receive
TS is 108 % and 94 % for M = 2 and 4, respectively. Also,
compared to the transmit TS, the gains become about 31 %
and 13 % for M = 2 and 4, respectively.

tr(Wij )

(118)

i=1 j=1

(119)

One can check that with fixed {rij } and {τi }, the problem in
(118) can be decoupled into subproblems (P1.1)-(P1.3).
We first consider the feasibility of (P1.1). It is emphasized
max
(τ2 ) in (P1.4) indicates the maximum value of
that γ11
H
h1 W11 h1 under the EH and the peak power constraints (47)
and (48). For this reason, it can be shown from (46) that
max
(τ2 ). Also,
feasible r11 and τ2 must satisfy γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) ≤ γ11
from (47), a feasible condition for τ2 with a given PP becomes
e2 ≤

max

tr(W11 )≤PP (1−τ2 )

2
hH
2 W11 h2 = PP (1 − τ2 )h2  . (120)

Combining these results, we attain the constraint in (42). In a
similar way, we can verify that (P1.2) and (P1.3) are feasible
only when the constraints in (43) and (44) are satisfied,
respectively.
Now, we prove the equivalence between (32) (or, equivalently (118)) and (P1). First, the optimal value of (P1) must
be greater than that of (118) due to the additional constraints
(42)-(44). Next, we will show that the optimal value of
(P1) is smaller than that of (32). Let us denote {τ̂i } and
{Q̂ij } as the optimal solution for (32). Also, we define {r̃ij }

h̃1 = [−0.766 + 0.163j, −0.453 + 0.271j, 0.010 + 1.262j, −2.149 + 0.021j]T ,
h̃2 = [0.915 − 0.579j, 0.687 + 1.268j, −0.769 − 0.417j, −0.058 − 0.373j]T .

(116)
(117)
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as
r̃11 = (1 − τ̂2 ) log(1 + hH
(121)
1 Q̂11 h1 ),


H
hi Q̂i2 hi
r̃i2 = (τ̂1 + τ̂2 − 1) log 1 +
, for i = 1, 2,
1 + hH
i Q̂ī2 hi
(122)
r̃23 = (1 − τ̂1 ) log(1 + hH
2 Q̂23 h2 ).

(123)

It is obvious that due to the constraints in (42)-(44), {r̃ij }
and {τ̂i } which satisfy (121)-(123) must be feasible solutions
for (P1). Then, the optimal value of (32) can be written by
Υ  p1 (τ̂2 , r̃11 ) + p2 ({τˆi }, {r̃i2 }) + p3 (τ̂1 , r̃23 ), and it follows
Υ≥

min

{τi ≥0},{rij ≥0}

p1 (τ2 , r11 )+p2 ({τi }, {ri2 })+p3 (τ1 , r23 ).
(124)

This implies that the minimum of (P1) is smaller than that
of (32). As a result, the optimal value of two problems (32)
and (P1) are the same. This completes the proof.
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where (130) and (131) indicate the complementary slackness
condition. In addition, defining the dual function of (P1.1) as
G1 (μ1 , λ1 )  minW11 0 L1 (W1 , μ1 , λ1 ), the optimal μ1 and
λ1 should satisfy

H
IM − μ1 h1 hH
1 − λ1 h2 h2


(IM − μ1 h1 hH
1 )W11 = 0,

hH
1 W11 h1 = γ11 (τ2 , r11 ),

IM

(Region 1) :
|hH h1 |2
h2 4
e2 ≤ 2 4 γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) and e2 ≥ H 2 γ11 (τ2 , r11 )
h1 
|h2 h1 |
(125)
(Region 2) :
2
|hH
h2 4
2 h1 |
γ
(τ
,
r
)
<
e
<
γ (τ , r ).
(126)
11
2
11
2
2 11 2 11
h1 4
|hH
2 h1 |
A. Region 1

H
L1 (W1 , μ1 , λ1 ) = tr((IM − μ1 h1 hH
1 − λ1 h2 h2 )W11 )
(127)
+μ1 γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) + λ1 e2 ,

where μ1 ≥ 0 and λ1 ≥ 0 are the dual variables corresponding
to constraints (46) and (47), respectively.
Accordingly, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for
(P1.1) can be obtained as

H

(IM − μ1 h1 hH
(128)
1 − λ1 h2 h2 )W11 = 0,
H

h1 W11 h1 ≥ γ11 (τ2 , r11 ),

hH
2 W11 h2 ≥ e2 ,

μ1 (γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) − hH
1 W11 h1 ) = 0,

λ1 (e2 − hH
2 W11 h2 ) = 0,

(129)
(130)
(131)


hH
2 W11 h2 ≥ e2 ,

− μ1 h1 hH
0.
1

(133)
(134)
(135)
(136)

From (136), we have μ1 ≤ h11 2 . Note that when μ1 <
1

h1 2 , it follows W11 = 0 because of the condition in (133),
and this violates (134) and (135) for any given e2 > 0 and
γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) > 0. Therefore, in this case, the optimal μ1 is
computed as μ1 = h11 2 . Then, combining (134) and (136),



 H
the optimal
 W11 is calculated as W11 = w11 w11 with

(τ2 ,r11 ) h1

w11
= γ11h
2
h1  . Plugging this into (135), we can see
1
that the second case of μ1 > 0 and λ1 = 0 is equivalent to
2
|hH
2 h1 |
e2 ≤ h
4 γ11 (τ2 , r11 ). Similarly, for the third case where

1

e2
h2

=
μ1 = 0 and λ1 > 0, we can verify w11
h2 2 h2  for

e2 ≥

Thanks to the constraint in (42), (P1.1) is always feasible
for any finite PP , i.e., with fixed τ2 and r11 satisfying (42),

we have tr(W11
) ≤ PP (1 − τ2 ). Thus, we can ignore the peak
power constraint (48) in (P1.1). Without (48), (P1.1) is still
convex and satisfies the Slater’s condition, and thus the duality
gap is zero [28]. As a result, we can employ the Largange
duality method to optimally solve (P1.1), whose Lagrangian
is given by

(132)

since otherwise the dual function becomes G1 (μ1 , λ1 ) = ∞.
To derive a closed-form optimal solution, we investigate
the optimality conditions in (128)-(132) in four cases on the
optimal μ1 and λ1 . First, when μ1 = λ1 = 0, it is easy

to check from (128) that the optimal W11
is obtained by

W11
= 0. By examining the complementary slackness conditions (130) and (131), this corresponds to a trivial scenario
where e2 = γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) = 0, and thus it is assumed that e2 > 0
and γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) > 0 for the rest of the proof.
Next, for the second case of μ1 > 0 and λ1 = 0,
the conditions in (128)-(132) reduce to

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
We will show Theorem 2 for the following two exclusive
regions:

0,

h2 4
2 γ11 (τ2 , r11 ).
|hH
2 h1 |

B. Region 2
Now, we investigate the last case μ1 > 0 and λ1 > 0,
which corresponds to the remaining region in (126). Let us
first define singular value decomposition of h1 as





h1
h1 
h1 
U
 Ū
,
(137)
h1 =
0
0
h1 
where a unitary matrix U ∈ CM×(M−1) forms an orthogonal
basis for the null space of h1 such that hH
1 U = 0, and Ū ∈
CM×M equals the left singular matrix of h1 .

Based on the fact that the optimal W11
is a rank-one
matrix [27], we can introduce W̄11 as
√ 

a √
a bH ,
W̄11  ŪH W11 Ū =
(138)
b
where a ≥ 0 and b ∈ C(M−1)×1 are optimization variables.
By applying this, (P1.1) is recast to
min a + b2

(139)

√
s.t. h1 2 a ≥ γ11 (τ2 , r11 ), | aβ ∗ + f H b|2 ≥ e2 ,

(140)

a≥0,b
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hH h

2
1
where β and f ∈ C(M−1)×1 are denoted as β  h
and
1
H


f  U h2 , respectively. Since we consider μ1 > 0 and λ1 >
0, due to the complementary slackness conditions (130) and
(131), the inequality constraints in (140) become
equalities at
√
(τ2 ,r11 )
 β ∗ + f H b |2 =
the optimal point as a = γ11h
and
|
a
2
1
e2 . Therefore, (140) is further simplified to

min b2
b
2


βf H b 
e2
s.t. 1 + √  2  =  2 .
a |β|
a |β|

where

w11

(141)
(142)

Still, problem (142) is non-convex in general. To optimally
solve (142), we first prove that the optimal b for problem
(142) fulfills Im{βf H b } = 0 by contradiction. Suppose that
Im{βf H b } = 0 and ∠(βf H b ) = ω = 0 where ∠(·) stands
for the angle of a complex number. Then, we have
2 
2



βf H b 
|βf H b | 
e2


= 1 + √  2  < 1 + √  2 
a |β|2
a |β|
a |β|

2
H 
βf b exp(−jω)
√
= 1+
,
a |β|2

(143)
(144)

where the inequality comes from the fact Re{x} < |x| for any
complex x with Im{x} = 0.
Consider a vector b̄ = (1 − ε)b exp(−jω) for an arbitrary
small number ε > 0 which satisfies
2 

2
H
H 


1 + √βf b̄  = 1 + (1 − ε)βf√ b exp(−jω)

a |β|2 
a |β|2
e2
=  2.
a |β|

√  
 √  
h1
a
a
U
 Ū
=
(150)


b
h1 
b̃ β ∗ f

γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) h1
=
h1 2 h1 




e2
γ11 (τ2 , r11 ) |hH
2 h1 |
+
−
2
2 h 2
Π⊥
Π⊥
1
h1 h1 
h1 h1 
×

Π⊥
hH
h1 h2
2 h1
.
H
|h2 h1 | Π⊥
h1 h2 

(151)

Theorem 2 is thus proved.
A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF L EMMA 2
We focus on showing the convexity of p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) in
this proof, and the convexity of other functions p1 (τ2 , r11 ) and
p3 (τ1 , r23 ) can be directly verified in a similar way. Similar to
the proof of Theorem 2, we can relax the peak power constraint
(52) in (P1.2) without loss of the optimality. This relaxed
problem is a convex SDP and satisfies the Slater’s condition,
which results in the strong duality [28]. Thus, the globally
optimal solution for (P1.2) can be determined by the Lagrange
duality method.
The Lagrangian is expressed as
L2 ({Wi2}, μ2 , λ2 ) =

2


tr(Ai (μ2 ,λ2 )Wi2 )+μ2 γ12 ({τi }, r12 )

i=1

(145)
(146)

It is obvious that we can always find ε > 0 satisfying (146)
due to the inequality in (144). Hence, the vector b̄ is not
only a feasible solution for problem (142), but also provides
a lower objective value b̄2 = (1 − ε)2 b 2 < b 2 . This
contradicts the assumption that b with Im{βf H b } = 0 is
the optimal solution.
Therefore, we can express the optimal b as b = b̃β ∗ f for
a real number b̃. Substituting this into (142), it follows

+ λ2 γ22 ({τi }, r22 ),

(152)

where μ2 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0 stand for the dual variables
associated with constraints (50) and (51), respectively, and
Ai (μ2 , λ2 ) for i = 1 and 2 is defined as
γ12 ({τi }, r12 )
h2 hH
2 ,
τ1 + τ2 − 1
(153)
γ
({τ
},
r
)
22
i
22
h1 hH
− λ2 h2 hH
2 + μ2
1 .
τ1 + τ2 − 1
(154)

A1 (μ2 , λ2 )  IM − μ2 h1 hH
1 + λ2
A2 (μ2 , λ2 )  IM

The KKT optimality conditions are given by
min b̃
b̃

2
f 2 b̃
e2
s.t. 1 + √ 
=  2.
a |β|
a
2

Ai (μ2 , λ2 ) 0, for i = 1, 2,

= 0, for i = 1, 2,
Ai (μ2 , λ2 )Wi2



μ2 γ12 ({τi }, r12 ) − hH
1 W12 h1

(147)
(148)

+

By solving the quadratic equation in the constraint of (148),
the optimal b̃ can be determined by
b̃ =



Combining
these

the
optimal
W11



√
1
e2
.
− a
2
|β|
f 
results,
we

as
W11

can
=

+

(149)
compute

 H
w11
w11
,

(157)


γ12 ({τi }, r12 ) H 
h W22 h1 = 0,
τ1 + τ2 − 1 1


λ2 γ22 ({τi }, r22 ) − hH
2 W22 h2



(155)
(156)

γ22 ({τi }, r22 ) H  
h W12 h2 = 0,
τ1 + τ2 − 1 2

(158)
(159)
(160)

where (155) ensures that the dual function G2 (μ2 , λ2 ) 
min L({Wi2 }, μ2 , λ2 ) has a bounded value. From (156),

{Wi2 0}
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the dual function G2 (μ2 , λ2 ) is further evaluated as
G2 (μ2 , λ2 ) =

2


min

{Wi2 0}

tr(Ai (μ2 , λ2 )Wi2 )

i=1

+ μ2 γ12 ({τi }, r12 ) + λ2 γ22 ({τi }, r22 ) (161)
= μ2 γ12 ({τi }, r12 ) + λ2 γ22 ({τi }, r22 ).

(162)

Since the strong duality holds for (P1.2), its primal optimal
value p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) is identical to the dual optimal value,
which is the maximum of the dual function G2 (μ2 , λ2 ). Hence,
it follows
p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) = max μ2 γ12 ({τi }, r12 ) + λ2 γ22 ({τi }, r22 )
μ2 ,λ2

(163)
s.t. (155), μ2 ≥ 0, λ2 ≥ 0.

(164)

One can easily check that the dual function G(μ2 , λ2 ) is jointly
convex with respect to {τi } and {ri2 }. Thus, the above dual
problem can be interpreted as the pointwise maximization of
a jointly convex function over μ2 and λ2 , which preserves the
convexity [28]. Consequently, p2 ({τi }, {ri2 }) is also a convex
function. This completes the proof.
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